Abstract-Coded distributed computing (CDC) introduced by Li et. al. is an effective technique to trade computation load for communication load in a MapReduce framework. CDC achieves an optimal trade-off by duplicating map computations at r computing nodes to yield multicasting opportunities such that r nodes are served simultaneously in the Shuffle phase. However, in general, the state-of-the-art CDC scheme is mainly designed only for homogeneous networks, where the computing nodes are assumed to have the same storage, computation and communication capabilities. In this work, we explore two novel approaches of heterogeneous CDC design. First, we study CDC schemes which operate on multiple, collaborating homogeneous computing networks. Second, we allow heterogeneous function assignment in the CDC design, where nodes are assigned a varying number of reduce functions. Finally, we propose an expandable heterogeneous CDC scheme where r − 1 nodes are served simultaneously in the Shuffle phase. In comparison to the state-of-the-art homogeneous CDC scheme with an equivalent computation load, we find our newly proposed heterogeneous CDC scheme has a smaller communication load in some cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coded distributed computing (CDC), introduced in [1] , offers an efficient approach to reduce the communication load in CDC networks such as MapReduce [2] . In this setting, K computing nodes are assigned to compute Q functions, where each function requires N files as input. In general, each computing node does not have access to all N files, and therefore, computation is split into "Map" and "Reduce" phases. In the Map phase, using map functions, nodes compute intermediate values from their locally available files. Then, in the Reduce phase, the intermediate values are used to compute reduce functions to obtain the desired function outputs. As nodes require intermediate values that cannot be computed locally, the nodes transmit intermediate values amongst one another in the "Shuffle" phase which occurs in between the Map and Reduce phases. Often times, the Shuffle phase takes up a majority of the overall MapReduce execution time. To alleviate this bottleneck using the state-of-the-art CDC scheme, map computations are repeated at r carefully chosen nodes to reduce the communication load by a factor of r [1] .
There are 3 important design considerations while developing a CDC scheme which include: file assignment, reduce function assignment and Shuffle phase design. For example, in the state-of-the-art scheme [1] , the N files are split into K r disjoint, equal-size file sets and each set is assigned to a unique set of r nodes. Furthermore, the reduce functions are split into K disjoint, equal-size subsets and each node is assigned one of the function sets. This specific file and function assignment creates multicasting opportunities where a single transmission can simultaneously serve r nodes in the Shuffle phase. While this scheme, and other CDC schemes [3] , [4] , obtain an optimal, or near optimal, computation-communication load trade-off, their scope is limited by an underlying assumption that the computing network is homogeneous. In other words, each node is assigned the same number of files and functions and considered to have the same storage and computation capabilities. However, in general, computing networks are often heterogeneous in nature.
Designing a CDC scheme that fully utilizes the computing resources of a heterogeneous network remains an open problem. The authors in [5] derived a lower bound for the communication load for a CDC network where nodes have varying storage or computing capabilities. The proposed achievable scheme achieves the information-theoretical optimality of the minimum communication load for a system of 3 nodes. The authors also demonstrated that the parameters of a heterogeneous CDC network can be translated into an optimization problem to find an efficient Map and Shuffle phase design. However, there is no optimality guarantee. In [6] , the authors studied CDC networks with 2 and 3 computing nodes where nodes have varying communication load constraints to find a lower bound on the minimum computation load. While [5] and [6] consider heterogeneous file assignments, neither work considers heterogeneous reduce function assignments. In practice, it is natural to assume that if a particular node has more computation and storage capabilities then it is advantageous to assign more reduce functions to it.
Contributions: In this paper, we study a simplified heterogeneous computing network which consists of multiple homogeneous networks. By using the file assignment of our heterogeneous, cascaded CDC scheme 1 in [7] , we demonstrate that using heterogeneous function assignments yields a simple (non-cascaded) heterogeneous CDC scheme. Our newly proposed CDC scheme maintains a multiplicative computationcommunication load trade off such that r − 1 nodes are simul-taneously served with each transmission in the Shuffle phase. To the best of your knowledge, this is the first (non-cascaded) CDC scheme which can operate on a heterogeneous network with a large number of computing nodes. We compare the communication load of our proposed heterogeneous scheme to that of the state-of-the-art homogeneous CDC scheme [1] with an equivalent computation load. Surprisingly, we find that if r = Θ(K), then the heterogeneous schemes outperforms the homogeneous scheme as K becomes large. Finally, given the specific file and function placement of our design, we find our proposed Shuffle phase design yields a communication load that is optimal within a constant.
Notation Convention: We use | · | to represent the cardinality of a set or the length of a vector and [n] := [1, 2, . . . , n].
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The network model is similar to the network model of [1] . We consider a distributed computing network where a set of K nodes, labeled as {1, . . . , K}, have the goal of computing Q output functions and computing each function requires access to all N input files. The input files, {w 1 , . . . , w N }, are assumed to be of equal size of B bits each. The set of Q output functions is denoted by {φ 1 , . . . φ Q }. Each node k ∈ {1, . . . , K} is assigned to compute a subset of output functions, denoted by W k ⊆ {1, . . . Q}. Every function is assigned to exactly 1 node. Moreover, different from [1] , we consider heterogeneous function assignment where it is possible that
Alternatively, an output function can be computed using "Map" and "Reduce" functions such that 
III. AN EXAMPLE
In the following example, there are 3 sets of nodes,
, where each set collectively has the storage capacity to store all N = 12 files. More specifically, each node of K 1 and K 2 can store half of the files and each node of K 3 can store one-third of the files. Each file is assigned to a set of 3 nodes such that it contains one node from each set K 1 , K 2 and K 3 . For example, file w 1 is assigned to the nodes of {1, 3, 5} and file w 9 is assigned to the nodes of {2, 3, 6}. All of the files assignments are found in Table I . In total there are N = 12 files. In the Map phase, the nodes will compute all intermediate values from their locally available files. Since every file is assigned to 3 nodes, we find r = 3.
The reduce function assignment is also shown in Table I . Different from previous works in CDC, nodes are assigned a varying number of reduce functions. Intuitively, we assign more reduce functions to nodes which have larger storage and computing capability. Therefore, we assign 2 reduce functions to the nodes of K 1 and K 2 and just 1 reduce function to the nodes of K 3 . The reason we assigned this specific number of reduce functions to each node will become clear when we discuss the Shuffle phase. In total there are Q = 11 reduce functions.
In the Shuffle phase, we consider every set of 3 nodes such that it contains one node from each set K 1 , K 2 and K 3 (similar to the file assignment). We call each of these sets a multicast group. Within each multicast group, nodes send coded pairs of intermediate values to the other nodes. For example, consider the node set {2, 3, 6}. We are interested in intermediate values that one node requests and the other two have computed. Both nodes 2 an 3 have access to files w 7 and w 11 , but node 6 does not, therefore, node 6 requests v 10,7 and v 10,11 from nodes 2 and 3. Furthermore, nodes 2 and 6 have access to file w 10 , but node 3 does not, therefore, node 3 requests v 5,10 and v 6,10 from nodes 2 and 6; and nodes 3 and 6 have access to file w 3 , but node 2 does not, therefore, node 2 requests v 3,3 and v 4,3 . In this way, node 2, 3 and 6 can transmit v 5,10 ⊕v 10,7 , v 3,3 ⊕v 10,11 and v 4,3 ⊕v 6,10 , respectively, among themselves. By using locally computed intermediate values to cancel "interference", each node can recover its requests. All 
of the transmissions of the Shuffle phase are shown in Table  I . Each row of transmissions represents one multicast group. Assigning a varying number of reduce functions to the nodes has actually created symmetry among the multicast groups. Here, symmetry means each node of the group requests the same number of intermediate values from the other nodes of the group. For example, consider the node set {2, 3, 6}. If every node was only assigned one reduce function the following would occur. Since there is only one file that nodes 3 and 6 have and node 2 does not, node 2 would only request one intermediate value from nodes 3 and 6. Similarly, node 3 would request one intermediate values from nodes 2 and 6. However, there are two files that nodes 2 and 3 have that node 6 does not, and therefore, node 6 requests 2 intermediate values. The group would be asymmetric and there is not a simple transmission policy to serve the nodes' requests. A simple design solution to create symmetry within this multicasting group is to assign two reduce functions to nodes 2 and 3 and just one reduce function to node 6.
The communication load can be calculated by accounting for the 2 · 2 · 3 = 12 node sets of interest, where within each set, there are 3 transmissions of size T bits. By normalizing by QN T we find the communication load of the coded scheme is L c = 
IV. GENERAL ACHIEVABLE SCHEME
In this section, we describe the general heterogeneous CDC scheme. We take advantage of many homogeneous networks and combine them into a heterogeneous one. However, we do require that the fraction of files that each node can store to be of the form 1 m where m ∈ Z + and m ≥ 2. Furthermore, each homogeneous computing network must be able to store file library r ′ times for some r ′ ∈ Z + . The general scheme is described in more detail below.
Consider K computing nodes comprised of P disjoint sets of nodes, C 1 , . . . , C P , where for all p ∈ [P ] the storage capacity of every node k ∈ C p is 1 mp N F bits such that m p , r p ∈ Z + and m p ≥ 2 where we define r p 1 mp · |C p |. Furthermore, for all p ∈ [P ], we split C p into r p disjoint, equal-size subsets. In this way, the heterogeneous computing network is comprised of r node sets, K 1 , . . . , K r , where r = P p=1 r p . Each K i is a set of nodes with the same storage constraint that are collectively capable of storing the file library exactly once. More rigorously, for all i ∈ [r], we find K i ⊆ C p and
and Y as the least common multiple (LCM) of {m 1 − 1, m 2 − 1, . . . , m p − 1}.
To assign the files do the following. Consider every set of nodes such that it contains exactly 1 node from each set K i
files such that N = η 1 X and η 1 ∈ Z + . These file sets are labeled as B 1 , . . . , B X . For all n ∈ [X], assign the files of B n to the nodes of T n . Therefore, the set of files available to node k is
To assign the reduce functions do the following. We split the Q functions into K disjoint sets, labeled W 1 , . . . , W K , where, in general, the sets may be different sizes. We require that Q = η 2 Y P p=1 rpmp mp−1 where η 2 ∈ Z + . For each node k ∈ [K], define a reduce function set, W k , such that |W k | = η2Y mp−1 where k ∈ C p . The Reduce functions of W k are assigned to node k.
The Map, Shuffle and reduce phases are defined as follows.
• Map Phase: Each node k ∈ [K] computes every intermediate value, v i,j , such that i ∈ [Q] and w j ∈ M k . • Shuffle Phase: For all n ∈ [X] do the following. For every node z ∈ T n , define a set of intermediate values 
V. ACHIEVABLE COMPUTATION AND COMMUNICATION LOAD
In this section, we first derive the communication load of an uncoded Shuffle phase, L u , using the file and function assignment of Section IV. Note that L u represents the fraction of intermediate values which are requested by any node. Then, we demonstrate that the communication load using the Shuffle phase of Section IV is L c = 1 r−1 ·L u . More formally, we define L u and L c as functions of m 1 , . . . , m P and r 1 , . . . , r P which defines the number of nodes and their corresponding storage constraints of the heterogeneous computing network.
Theorem 1: Given P sets of computing nodes, C 1 , . . . , C P , such that for all p ∈ [P ], each node k ∈ C p has the storage capacity of N F mp bits and m p , r p ∈ Z + where r p = |Cp| mp , and using the file and function assignment defined in Section IV, the uncoded communication load is L u (m 1 , . . . , m P , r 1 , . . . , r P ) = r P p=1
Proof: For all p ∈ [P ], the number of files a node k ∈ K j ⊆ C p has local access to is
We count the number of intermediate values that are requested by any node and normalize by QN L u (m 1 , . . . , m P , r 1 , . . . , r P )
where
The following theorem states the communication load of the Shuffle phase which uses coded communication.
Theorem 2: Given P sets of computing nodes, C 1 , . . . , C P , such that for all p ∈ [P ], each node k ∈ C p has the storage capacity of N F mp bits and m p , r p ∈ Z + where r p = |Cp| mp , and using the file and function assignment defined in Section IV, the coded communication load which uses the Shuffle phase of Section IV is L c (m 1 , . . . , m P ,r 1 , . . . , r P )
. . , m P , r 1 , . . . , r P ).
(15)
Proof: For any n ∈ [X], and for all z ∈ T n where z ∈ K p , we find
We consider X node groups of size r nodes, where for each group, every node of that group transmits a coded message of size V {z} Tn\z /(r − 1), therefore, the communication load is
The communication load L c , is comprised of two parts: the local computing gain, L u , and the global computing gain, 1 r−1 . The local computing gain represents the normalized number of intermediate values that must be shuffled. As nodes have access to a larger fraction of the files, the nodes will inherently request less in the Shuffle phase. The global computing gain stems from the fact that with the coded design every transmission serves r − 1 nodes with distinct requests.
VI. COMPARISON TO STATE-OF-THE-ART HOMOGENEOUS
CDC ACHIEVABLE SCHEME For a given computation load, r, and number of nodes, K, the communication load of the achievable homogeneous CDC scheme of [1] is
This can be broken up into the local computing gain, 1 − r K , and the global computing gain, 1 r . In the following we show that the local computing gain of our new heterogeneous design can be less than the local computing gain of L 1 .
Since 
In other words,
and
The local computing gain for our heterogeneous design is upper bounded by the local computing gain of the homogeneous CDC scheme of [1] . For this reason L c can be less than L 1 for a given r and K. For example, given a heterogeneous network defined by m 1 = 2, r 1 = 4 and m 2 = 8, r 2 = 2 we find r = 6, K = 24, and using the new heterogeneous design L u = , L 1 was proven to be a lower bound on the communication load for a given r and K, however, the proof uses the assumption that every node is assigned the same number of reduce functions. If the reduce functions can be assigned in a heterogeneous fashion, the communication load lower bound derived in [1] does not apply.
To better understand the comparison of the schemes for a large number of computing nodes, K, we show the following. Consider the case where r, and r 1 , . . . , r P for the heterogeneous case, are fixed as K becomes large. In other words, the fraction of files each node has access to decreases as K grows (i.e. for all
In other words, Lc L1 = Θ(1). Alternatively, we can observe the case where r, and r 1 , . . . , r P for the heterogeneous case, grow linearly with K and the fraction of files available to each node is constant. m 1 , . . . , m p are constant for the heterogeneous scheme. In this case
where, L u is a constant since 
VII. OPTIMALITY
As shown in the previous section, the lower bound of the communication load derived in [1] does not apply when reduce functions are heterogeneously assigned to the computing nodes. In the following we discuss communication load bounds for two scenarios. First, we demonstrate a lower bound on communication load when considering all possible file and function assignments for a given r and K. Next, we provide a lower bound on the communication load when we use the specific file and function assignment of the heterogeneous design in Section IV is used.
A trivial bound on the communication load is L ≥ 0. Given r and K, the following file and function assignment and Shuffle phase design will yield a communication load meeting this bound. Pick r nodes and assign the entire file library to each of the nodes. Furthermore, for each function, assign it to one of the r nodes with access to the entire file library. As every node is able to compute all the necessary intermediate values itself, no Shuffle phase is required and L = 0. Note that, in this context, we do not consider any storage or computing limitations on the nodes, rather, we show that optimizing the communication load over all possible function and file assignments is not an interesting problem.
The question remains as to the optimality of the proposed Shuffle phase of Section IV. Based on the approach introduced in [8] , [9] for coded caching, we derive the following theorem which provides a lower bound on the entropy of all transmissions in the Shuffle phase given a specific function and file placement and a permutation of the computing nodes.
Theorem 3: Given a set of K nodes, labeled as K, in order for every node k ∈ K to have access to all intermediate values necessary to compute functions of W k , the entropy of the collective transmissions by all nodes, H(X K ), is bounded by
where 
Theorem 3 is proved in Appendix A. In the next theorem, we demonstrate that given the specific function and file placement of Section IV, the Shuffle phase design of Section IV yields a communication load that is within a constant of the lower bound.
Theorem 4: For a computing network of K nodes with the file assignments, M 1 , . . . M K , and function assignments, W 1 , . . . W K as defined in Section IV, define L * to be the infimum of the communication load over all possible Shuffle phases, then
where L c is the communication load from the coded Shuffle phase design of Section IV. In Appendix B we show how Theorem 3 can be used to prove Theorem 4.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have introduced a novel approach to the design of CDC networks where reduce functions are assigned in a heterogeneous fashion. Moreover, the achievable scheme presented here maintains a multiplicative computationcommunication trade-off similar to that of the homogeneous CDC network designs. Surprisingly, the optimal trade-off derived in [1] no longer applies when functions are heterogeneously assigned and the communication load of a heterogeneous network can be less than that of an equivalent homogeneous CDC network. Given our proposed heterogeneous file and function assignment, we derived a lower bound of the communication load and demonstrated our Shuffle phase yields a communication load that is optimal within a constant factor. It will be interesting to find other achievable schemes with heterogeneous function assignments and a more general communication load bound given a set of set of storage capacity requirements of the computing nodes.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 3
In this proof, we use the following notation: K is the set of all nodes, X K represents the collection of all transmissions by all nodes in K, W S is the set of functions assigned to at least on node of S, M S is the set files locally available to at least one node in S, V WS 1 ,MS 2 is the set of intermediate values needed to compute the functions of W S1 and computed from the files of M S2 . Finally, we define the following
where ":" is used to denote all possible indices. Given all the transmissions from all nodes, X K , and intermediate values which can be locally computed by a node k, V :,M k , node k needs to have access to all intermediate values necessary for its assigned functions, V W k ,: , therefore
Given this assumption, it is clear that 
By starting with (39) and iteratively using the relationship of (40) to account for all k i ∈ K, we obtain (35) and prove Theorem 3.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 4
We define a permutation of the K nodes, (k 1 , . . . , k K ), such that {k 1 , . . . , k mp } = K i ⊆ C p for some i ∈ [r] and p ∈ 
Therefore, a lower bound on the communication load is
Finally, we see that
for r ≥ 2. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
